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293 RESPONSES 
226 extremely likely to recommend			35 likely to recommend
11 unlikely or likely to recommend				6 unlikely to recommend
12 extremely unlikely to recommend 			3 unknown

RESPONCES RECEIVED FROM PATIENTS
Very good service and advice
too long to get an appointment, some doctors look like they're in a rush and it seems like they just want to get rid of you quickly
Always receive excellent experience. Thank you
Good doctors, ditto receptionists + fast response
The receptionists are very helpful and I am very pleased with the standard of care today.
Always efficient, clear and helpful treatment
Always helpful
Appointments usually available 
Very good staff"
Good advice from friendly, clear GP on her difficult first day.
My visit was for routine tests following the fitting of my pacemaker. Your nurse was very pleasant and efficient and made me feel happy and welcome. 
Being seen on same day

It's always such a struggle to secure an appointment
I was pleased to meet the new doctor. He was very pleasant & discussed options with me before prescribing appropriate painkillers.
Despite having 2 presenting complaints the GP failed to perform even the most basic of examinations - shocking and very disappointing performance that 
Helpful receptionists and nice doctor
Short waiting time. 
Pleasant staff
The old chap Dr was kind and professional; when he was done, gave me a very warm handshake and a parting smile.
Very professional - have confidence in their advice
Generally easy to get an appointment on the day if you call first thing and helpful/sympathetic staff/doctors
Everyone is always so helpful and friendly and caring.
I should have given a '1 extremely likely’. Just reread the message, had assumed high would be good.
"I'm satisfied with the level Of service"
Dr was caring professional and decisive.
Nice people
Nice dr and staff
Helpful, polite doctor. Couldn't ask for more ;)
I am very happy with the practice and doctors
Friendly and helpful service
Proactive surgery working with the community to offer joined up services.
Very helpful and polite reception staff and Doctor
Good doctors. Poor and unhelpful reception staff. Patients are not a convenience!
The professional staff were attentive and sympathetic and extremely efficient.
Rude manner and tone of reception staff and always delayed waiting times of about 20 minutes to see a doctor
Appointment started 20 min late, reception desk is not customer focused or friendly - quite the opposite
Professional service, easy to deal with.
Excellent (friendly and professional) service throughout the practice

Staff friendly and efficient
Excellent and prompt service
Excellent helpful service
Professionalism, kindness and competence.
Unable to see the Doctor of choice, but when in Surgery fewer people than ever waiting!
Dr is excellent.  None of the other doctors are as good. Reception staff are very impatient and not sensitive to mental health needs. 
Always friendly - and doing their best under difficult circumstances created by politicians' negligence over a number of years. 
Efficient
Unproportionate treatment compared to severity of my situation. I had to seek treatment somewhere else, at a specialist and I was given strong medicine 
The excellent team of doctors and the location in the City of London.
As usual the reception staff are  helpful and set the tone for the visit. The nurse's thorough approach was reassuring. Thank you.
Dr  was so helpful
Excellent service as always
Overall a good impression, but booked times are never kept. Which give the feeling that the practice don't care about their customers time. 
"Reception staff is lovely and Dr are great too.
Would be nice to have secure cycle parking outside. 
Thank you"
Great GP
Because the receptionists have so much to contend with and are always doing their best always helpful
Friendly helpful and efficient
Bad paving so difficult for old people getting into the surgery, must surgery's even in poor boroughs which Islington isn't have a Saturday morning surge
Staff is friendly and appointments usually start on time
As usual. Excellent service. Dr was very thorough and professional. He took time to listen and was clear in his advice.
Many mistakes on the appointments, unpolite receptionist and for the third time I had to repeat exams because they simply lost the results or exam....
there busy or by the time a call goes through all appointments are booked. Should have a system that holds callers in the sequence they dialled.
Because you requested it!!
Helpful staff
Had an appointment with nurse who is so professional and delightful
Very hard to get through to the phone line first thing in the morning and the earliest appointments available are late morning but otherwise very happy
The doctor was first rate - kind, methodical, understanding, reassuring and clear. The reception staff contacted me the day before to make the appointment
A 50 minute wait to see a Dr
Excellent services, Receptionists, nurses and staff patient and helpful;  doctors have excellent experiences, knowledge in their professional fields and
Good care.
Easy appointment and friendly and supportive staff
I get the appointment on same day , staff very helpful , doctors very good.
Always efficient & helpful.
Everyone helped, was nice, the doctor was super attentive and efficient
A listening doctor.
the usual friendly no nonsense approach of Dr Ugwu
The reception staff are always friendly and helpful, and I was seen by the doctor on time. I cannot fault the practice in anyway.
Reception & Dr are excellent.
Happy with the service
Always happy with the service from reception through to the doctor
Excellent service
Good practice
V efficient and explained things well.
Friendly and knowledgeable doctor
Clinical care. Why no magazines to read?
Excellent friendly attention
As always, professional and friendly staff!
Reception staff are so welcoming and helpful and Dr is such a good doctor, one of the best I've had. I'll be sorry to lose him, but wish him a
Trust in the professionals
Clean surgery doctor was very professional,
Explained everything I needed to know.
Excellent communication skills, professional service and always lovely to see the kind ladies at the reception
Excellent doctors & reception. Many thanks
Calm, quiet surgery, good and helpful staff, feels well organised and reassuring to be there. Lost a point because the booking system is unnecessarily di
Excellent service throughout the practice
Friendly prompt helpful
The doc fixed me righ' up
Quality of care.
A good and efficient service. My treatment was excellent
Excellent staff and doctors
Dr is an excellent GP. He will be sadly missed. I have always felt really satisfied after my appointments with him.
Friendly helpful and reliable doctors
I ordered simple routine tests but the nurses seem quite unexperienced. One nurse was unable to find a vein to draw blood--I have done blood tests many t
Friendly staff and punctual appointment.
Dr was very caring and sensitive in responding to my concerns
Excellent reception service, first class medical attention - clear, responsive, engaging; then efficient follow-up action. A model of how things work at
It's our local practice. Dr excellent family doctor but hardly has any appointments so need more appointments for him.
Very disappointing experience time and time again with repeat prescriptions. Completely hopeless and no support to disabled patients having to come in ea
Good service
Efficient, Knowledgeable, Empathetic
Easy to access the practice and the doctors are nice.
A doctor who listened well. 

